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By Richard Lewis Ward

Southern Illinois University Press, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Influential during Hollywood s silent-film era, the Pathe Exchange was a
multinational film company with a production and distribution model very different from the self-
contained units of most major studios. When the Cock Crows: A History of the Pathe Exchange, by
Richard Lewis Ward, tells the unconventional story of this unique company, examining its triumphs
and failures on the margins of the Hollywood system and its legacy in the movie business.Ward
traces the company s turbulent evolution from its roots as an American distributor for Pathe Freres,
its French parent studio, through its many subsequent changes in ownership, to its final years under
the controversial leadership of Joseph P. Kennedy and the eventual merger of the company s
production department with RKO. Included are the stories of the unlikely survival of Pathe s
nonproduction assets, such as Pathe Industries, Inc., Pathe-America Distributing Co., Inc., and Pathe
Communications Corporation, which continued to operate as part of the industry long after the
Exchange had ceased to exist. Ward also provides a fascinating glimpse into the silent movie era
and the business and creative decisions that led...
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This book is very gripping and fascinating. Of course, it can be perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just pleased to explain
how this is basically the finest publication i have go through within my very own lifestyle and might be he best pdf for possibly.
-- Pr of . B eula h Sta r k-- Pr of . B eula h Sta r k

This pdf is definitely not easy to get started on studying but quite entertaining to read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then
never. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ms. Fa tim a  Er dm a n-- Ms. Fa tim a  Er dm a n
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